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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
The Web has continued to deliver value to companies as an efficient 
and effective means of communicating information and interacting with 
their customers, employees, partners, suppliers, media, investors, and 
other third-parties. Part of the reason for the success of the Web in 
being so core to a company’s operations is that it allows for 
organizations to deliver distributed applications on a global scale for 
significantly less cost than it would be using other, more traditional 
forms of communication or computing interaction.  
 
However, the major downside to the web is its performance.  Simply put, 
enterprises have not mastered the art of making web-based 
applications, and especially highly transactional ones, responsive to end 
users.  While enterprises have focused on speeding up servers and 
networks, users continue to experience poorly performing applications.  
Due to the inherent design of standard web applications, an upgrade of 
enterprise applications with a focus on the client is often proving to 
provide dramatic improvements in application performance.  JackBe, a 
pioneering startup company, is at the forefront in enabling enterprises 
to deliver high performing web applications with their innovative rich 
client-based solution that they claim is in use by more then 2 million 
end users. 
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Why Web Applications UnderperformWhy Web Applications UnderperformWhy Web Applications UnderperformWhy Web Applications Underperform    
In today’s organizations, the World Wide Web and its underlying technologies of HTML and 
HTTP remain as some of the most important means for interacting with local and remote 
users on the network. The Web illustrated the great amount of flexibility achieved by 
separating the presentation tier from the underlying business logic tier, and proved that 
distributed computing was possible at very low total cost of ownership. Web browsers enabled 
companies to distribute applications without needing to deploy software onto desktops or end 
devices, while allowing them to build sophisticated applications that provided real-time 
access to data distributed around the world. 

Yet, despite the advancement in economics brought about by the shift to a Web-based 
application architecture, Web browsers have remained weak in terms of functional 
capabilities and are at the core of many application performance problems.  This is especially 
true when compared to the client/server performance and capabilities that enterprises were 
used to.  Enterprises are now realizing that the limitations of standard browser based 
applications include:  

! Poor performance –The Web was designed with a stateless mode of interaction in 
mind. As a result, users interact with Web sites using a “click-wait-reload” 
methodology that requires the browser to reload a new document for every user 
interaction. This approach requires frequent roundtrips between browser and server 
in order to accomplish any multi-step process, resulting in reduced user productivity, 
increased server strain, and unnecessary network overhead. Additionally, the 
architecture of traditional web applications forces all processing to the server.  This 
creates tremendous workloads at the server, inefficiently uses bandwidth and wastes 
the processing potential of the client. 

! User interaction limitations – The underlying technologies powering the Web were 
originally intended for publishing of static, text-heavy documents with limited user 
interaction. As such, the technology lacks significant user interface capabilities that 
even the most basic of client/server applications possess. HTML lacks the ability to 
provide windows for data, drag-and-drop capabilities, sortable and resizable data 
grids, spreadsheet capabilities, dynamic data visualization capabilities, and resizable 
viewing areas. The lack of these features hinders a user’s productivity and severely 
limits client functionality. 

! Poor suitability for event-based or real-time interaction -- The Web is based on a 
stateless request/response model in which the user is responsible for determining 
when information is to be retrieved from servers. While there exist a number of hacks 
and kludges around this model that basically forces the browser to reload 
information on a preset timeframe, the Web communication model in essence does 
not support two-way, real-time communications. Event-driven, asynchronous, real-
time based interaction with clients are simply not possible using today’s Web browser 
technology. 

So, while companies desire the low TCO and power that the Web represents, they haven’t 
successfully dealt with the challenging user interaction and performance implications that 
Web applications bring to the enterprise. As such, new solutions for web application 
performance are needed to make even the most basic of successful Web applications scale 
to the extent needed for significant user interaction. 

JackBe: Leveraging the Rich Client for Optimized Web PerformanceJackBe: Leveraging the Rich Client for Optimized Web PerformanceJackBe: Leveraging the Rich Client for Optimized Web PerformanceJackBe: Leveraging the Rich Client for Optimized Web Performance    

JackBe, a pioneering startup company, hopes to change the current reality of poorly 
performing Web applications by leveraging their innovative rich client-based solution to 
significantly change the way in which Web-based applications are developed and delivered to 
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users. While companies typically try to control the performance of their web applications at 
the server-side, JackBe pursues an innovative approach that focuses performance 
enhancement by optimizing the client.  

The JackBe “No Plug-in Smart Client” solution, based on its appropriately named NQ (“Nimble 
and Quick”) Suite, can significantly improve web application performance by up to 20x while 
providing rich user interaction capabilities approximating client/server-like functionality 
through a standard web browser, and without requiring any client-side plug-ins, Java or 
ActiveX. 

In effect, the JackBe technology makes the client more intelligent by providing a number of 
significant benefits:  

! Leveraging just DHTML and Javascript technology, JackBe-enabled clients only 
request data that changes (dynamic data) and update on-screen information without 
needing to refresh or reload the Web page. 

! The amount of required transactional application code is reduced by more than 90% 
thus reducing bandwidth requirements and latency while increasing application 
responsiveness 

! Clients operate in real-time with the application server - no need for batch-mode 
processing 

! Transactional application code runs within the browser, allowing for client-side 
business logic. 

! Is firewall and security friendly, since it runs as a standard HTTP-based application. 

Sold as a bundled software and service offering, the components of JackBe NQ Suite include 
the JackBuilder integrated development environment, NQ Mini-Assemblers that provide client-
side rich client and real-time communications capabilities, the NQ Componetn Gallery that 
provide the essential elements to enable enterprises to get started with high-performance 
web applications, the NQ Software Development Kit (SDK) for building custom components, 
and the  NQ Integration Framework for enabling JackBe clients to communicate and fully 
integrate with enterprise data sources.  

 

--- Continued --- 
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JackBe ProductsJackBe ProductsJackBe ProductsJackBe Products    
 

JackBeJackBeJackBeJackBe    Availability: Now Availability: Now Availability: Now Availability: Now     
Overview:Overview:Overview:Overview:  
JackBe enables companies to significantly optimize Web applications by 
eliminating the performance bottlenecks imposed by inefficient and 
inflexible Web browser technology. While companies typically try to 
control the performance of their web applications at the server-side, 
JackBe pursues an innovative approach that focuses performance 
enhancement by optimizing the client. 
 
Details:Details:Details:Details:  

The JackBe NQ Suite consists of the following components:  

! JackBuilder (Integrated Development Environment) – 
JackBuilder includes advanced wizards that allow complex 
functions to be brought to life as productive, high-performance 
Web applications leveraging basic Web development skills. 

! NQ Mini-assemblers – Provide the core client-side technology for 
performing real-time transactions, data lookups, data validation, 
complex presentations and similarly valuable rich client 
application functions. The Mini-assemblers also enable the real-
time client-to-server communications with high-speed 
performance even over low speed links.    

! NQ Component Gallery –Used through JackBuilder, the 
component gallery allows web-based rich client applications to 
be built with functions including data grids, menus, buttons, text 
fields, calendars, and generic object containers. Enterprises can 
mix the components that JackBe provides with custom 
components to create applications that achieve complex and 
robust functions utilizing the client and server for what each 
does best.    

! NQ SDK – Enables enterprises to build custom components and 
in create completely custom interfaces.     

! NQ Integration Framework – Provides an integration mechanism 
with a wide range of enterprise data sources, J2EE, and .NET-
based applications.  

 
Key Differentiators:Key Differentiators:Key Differentiators:Key Differentiators:    

! Zero plug-ins, 100% browser based, Built using industry 
standards – JackBe makes use of the hundreds of millions of 
installed browsers in the market, and leverages their native 
technology to produce rich client interfaces 

! Zero-install – There is no real installation process per se at 
either the client side or server –side. Instead, JackBe produces 
files that can be installed on any Web server and deployed to 
any browser automatically. 

 

The ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink Take    

It is clear that web applications are being strained to their limit. The proliferation of 
application servers is testament to the fact that the typical web application does not scale 
very well, unless measures are taken to improve and optimize the runtime infrastructure for 
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those applications through the use of high-performance application servers and runtime 
environments. However, many web applications simply don’t justify the expense of those 
runtime environments, yet still require high-performance implementation. Many applications, 
such as typical portal applications, as well as business-to-business and business-to-consumer 
applications delivered over low bandwidth or on “typical” runtime hardware suffer from the 
woes of poor performance. Even if enterprises wanted to use runtime solutions, the realities 
of security and lack of control over customer/partner client systems eliminate the practical 
implementation of runtime technologies on a grand scale. As such, new approaches are 
mandated, versus simply throwing more hardware at the problem.  

In this vein, JackBe’s unique approach of optimizing the client in its interaction with non-
optimized back-end systems might be a solution for poorly performing applications. Their 
solutions have been proven in a number of real-world, and large-scale, implementations and 
as such should be pursued by companies looking to optimize their underperforming web 
applications. The company’s technology has been time-tested by a number of significant and 
large implementations, and so is ready to be adopted by companies with web performance 
and usability issues. 

 
Profile: JackBeProfile: JackBeProfile: JackBeProfile: JackBe    February 2004    
Date Founded:Date Founded:Date Founded:Date Founded: 2002 
Funding: Funding: Funding: Funding:     

Privately-held. Venture-backed: Intel Capital and Darby Technology 
Ventures 

Employees:Employees:Employees:Employees: 35 
CEO: CEO: CEO: CEO: Luis Derechin 
Product:Product:Product:Product:    

JackBe NQ Suite 
Address:Address:Address:Address:    

  2010 Corporate Ridge, Suite 700 
  McLean, VA 22102 

Phone:  Phone:  Phone:  Phone:  703.883.9320 
URL:URL:URL:URL: http://www.jackbe.com 
    
Contact: Contact: Contact: Contact:     

Luis Derechin 
LuisD@JackBe.com 

Related ResearchRelated ResearchRelated ResearchRelated Research    

! Service Orientation Market Trends Foundation Report (ZTR-WS110) 

! Rich and Smart Clients for Service-Oriented Architectures Report (ZTR-WS111) 

! DreamFactory ZapNote (ZTZN-1138) 

! NexaWeb ZapNote (ZTZN-1139) 

! General Interface ZapNote (ZTZN-1145) 

! Macromedia ZapNote (ZTZN-1143) 
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About ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLC    
 

ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight into 
XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 
 
ZapThink’s role is to help companies understand these IT products and services in the context 
of SOAs and the vision of Service Orientation. ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT 
vendors who offer XML and Web Services-based products to help them understand their 
competitive landscape and how to communicate their value proposition to their customers 
within the context of Service Orientation, and lay out their product roadmaps for the coming 
wave of Service Orientation. ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users 
who are seeking guidance and clarity into how to assemble the available products and 
services into a coherent roadmap to Service Orientation. Finally, ZapThink provides demand 
intelligence to IT vendors and service providers who must understand the needs of IT users as 
they follow the roadmap to Service Orientation. 
 
ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOAs by vendors, end-users, and the press. They are in great demand as speakers, and 
have presented at conferences and industry events around the world. They are among the 
most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 
 
ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms, public sector organizations around the world, and many 
emerging businesses. ZapThink Analysts have years of experience in IT as well as research 
and analysis. Its analysts have previously been with such firms as IDC and ChannelWave, and 
have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as RosettaNet, UDDI, 
CPExchange, ebXML, EIDX, and CompTIA. 
 
Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how XML and Web Services impact your business or organization. 
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